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Teacher’s Guide for Stable Weight: A Memoir of Hunger, Horses, and Hope 
 
Thank you for selecting Stable Weight. This guide provides suggestions for reading or teaching 
the book to students at a ninth-grade level or above.  
 
Fit with Disciplines and Courses 
You know better than anyone whether this book fits your course and purpose, but the following 
disciplines seem to pair best with Stable Weight: 

• Creative writing 
• Literature 
• Psychology (depression, eating disorders, gender roles, human sexuality, family 

dynamics, heredity/nature vs. nurture, relationships, human development) 
• Sociology (gender roles, peer pressure, perceptions of mental health, 

environment/setting) 
• Religion/Theology/Spirituality 
• Education 
• Reading (critical reading, reading for meaning) 
• Writing (composition, journaling, exposition, research-based) 
• Health and Wellness  
• Exercise Science 
• Nutrition 
• First-Year Experience/College Prep (introduction to college) 
• Nursing/medicine 
• Academic Development/Academic Success 
• Animal welfare (shelter experience, racetracks, horse breeds, show jumping) 
• Interdisciplinary studies 
 

 
Trigger Warnings 
Stable Weight discusses the author’s mental health struggles. Specifically, it explores the 
author’s experiences with depression and an eating disorder. The book includes one brief 
reference to a suicide attempt and describes inpatient treatment at an urban public hospital. 
That content may trigger readers who have dealt with similar issues. 
 
Stable Weight also mentions teenage sex. No scenes depict sex, and the subject is not 
explored in detail. 
 
 
Purpose and Goals 
The author’s goals in publishing Stable Weight are to: 

• encourage discussions about mental health 
• introduce forms of treatment for depression and eating disorders 
• facilitate critical reading and textual analysis 
• prompt self-reflection 
• depict the human-animal bond and its benefits 
• spark passion for reading and/or writing 
• emphasize the value of narratives in developing empathy. 
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Classroom Activities and Assignments 
The author’s website provides lesson plans, discussion questions, and assignment sheets. You 
can access them under “Stable Weight Extras” here: https://lisawhalen.wixsite.com/lisawhalen. 
 
 
Co-Curricular or Honors Program Opportunities 
To work with readers outside of a classroom, Stable Weight pairs well with any of the following 
activities: 

• visit a local animal shelter, horse rescue, or farm sanctuary 
• follow a horse or farm sanctuary online 

o Examples: Happily Ever Esther, Minnesota Hooved Animal Rescue Foundation, 
The Gentle Barn 

• take a (horseback) trail ride at a state park 
• experiment with different food combinations to visualize what 2000 calories a day (the 

average recommended for an American adult) looks like 
• keep a food and/or exercise journal 
• use a fitness tracker device to compare and contrast individual results after a walk 

around the block 
• attend a horse show 
• visit the horse barn at a county or state fair 
• invite a mental health expert to be a guest speaker 
• invite Stable Weight’s author to be a guest speaker 
• lead a meditation 
• research eating disorder clinics and treatments 
• research inpatient and outpatient mental health facilities 

o explore the history of inpatient mental health facilities 
• research, then compare and contrast the tenets of religions mentioned in the book 
• research your religion’s history 
• research the history of animal welfare 
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